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We prove that, for each longest cycle in a 2-connected triangle-free graph G of 
minimum valence 6 on at most 66 - 6 vertices, G - C has at most one edge. It 
follows that such a graph contains a longest cycle which is also dominating. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider only finite simple graphs. Given a graph G and a subgraph 
K of G, V(K) denotes the vertex set of K, and the subgraph of G induced 
bY W)- W) is denoted by G-K or by G - V(K). We abbreviate 
IK( := 1 V( K)I. Cycles and paths in G are considered as subgraphs of G. In 
particular, IQ/ := I V(Q)1 f or a path Q. A cycle C in G is dominating if 
G - C has no edge. While considering a graph G and its subgraphs, 6 
denotes the minimum valence of G. 
In this paper we shall prove 
THEOREM 1.1. Let C be a longest cycle in the 2-connected triangle-free 
graph G. If I GI < 66 - 6, then G - C cannot have two edges. 
In fact, we will separately prove the following two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let C be a longest cycle in the 2-connected triangle- 
free graph G. If G - C contains a component on at least three vertices, then 
IGI 2 66 - 5. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let C be a longest cycle in the connected triangle-free 
graph G. If G - C has two distinct components each of which contains 
exactly two vertices, then I Cl b 66 - 6 and IGI > 66 - 2. 
R. Haggkvist [S] conjectured that a 2-connected bipartite graph on at 
most 66 vertices is Hamiltonian. P. Ash and B. Jackson [2] showed that if 
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G is a 2-connected bipartite graph and each set in the bipartition has 
at most 36 - 3 vertices, then G contains a longest cycle which is also 
dominating. Later, P. Ash [ 1, Theorem 2.1(i)] further proved that given 
such a graph G, G - C consists entirely of components H such that 1 HI d 2. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.1, we obtain 
COROLLARY 1.4. A 2-connected triangle-free graph G with 1 G 1 < 66 - 6 
contains a longest cycle which is also dominating. 
The examples in [2] show that the upper bound 66 - 6 in Theorem 1.1 
cannot be improved to 66 - 4, and that a longest cycle in a bipartite graph 
on n > 46 + 4 vertices is not necessarily dominating. 
In a forthcoming paper, Theorem 1.1 will be used in proving that every 
longest cycle in a 2-connected b-regular bipartite graph on at most 66 - 6 
vertices is dominating. 
We mention that the existence of cycles C in a graph G such that G - C 
has only small components was studied by H. J. Veldman [S, 93, P. Fraisse 
[4], and J. A. Bondy and G. Fan [3], though the cycles constructed in 
those papers are not necessarily longest cycles, and that the existence of a 
(not necessarily longest) dominating cycle in a 2-connected triangle-free 
graph G with IGI \< 66 - 5 can easily be deduced from a theorem of 
H. J. Veldman [S, Theorem 31. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a graph, u and 21 distinct vertices of G, and K a subgraph of G. 
We shall write “u-u” to indicate that u and u are adjacent. If H is a 
subgraph of G then the set (w E V(K): w  N y for some y E V(H) > will be 
denoted by NK( H) or N, V(H). Abbreviate I NK( u)l to dK( u) and d,(u) to 
d(v). A uv-path is a path joining y and U. If (u, U} c V(K) and K is connec- 
ted, then a longest uu-path P with V(P) c V(K) will be denoted by 
LK( u - u). 
If P is a path in G and H is a component of G - P, then PH denotes the 
longest subpath of P with terminal vertices in N,(H). For vertices a, b on 
P, let P[a, b] denote the subpath of P with terminal vertices a and b (with 
the order from a to b if necessary). 
Let C be a cycle in G and X, y two distinct vertices on C. After 
designating the orientation of C, [x, y] denotes the segment (path) of C 
joining x and y such that the orientation of the segment from x to y is the 
same as that of C; [x, y) and (x, y) denote the paths [x, y] - y and 
[x, y ] - (x, y }, respectively. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let Q = Q [u, w] be a uw-path, in a triangle-free graph, 
where u # w. Let v be a vertex on Q. Then, 
(a) IQ1 2 2d,(uL 
(b) IQ1 2 2dQW - 1, 
(~1 IQI 2 4&4 + d&-9, 
(4 IQI 32&&d ifvW&)n~&4 
(e) IQI =d,W+ 1 ifv$N,(u, w>, 
(0 IQI 32d&)+ 1 ifdN,(w). 
ProoJ (a) can easily be checked, and (b)-(f) are consequences 
of (a). I 
The proof of the following lemma is partially based on that of 
Theorem 2.1 in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a and b be distinct vertices and P a longest ab-path in 
the 2-connected triangle-free graph G. Each component H of G - P has a 
vertex v such that I PHI b 2d(v) - 1. 
Proox By induction on I GI. Let H be a component of G - P, and label 
KW) = (x,, x2, . . . . x,} according to the order on P from a to b. Since G 
is 2-connected, s 2 2. Since P is a longest ab-path, xi+ 1 is not the successor 
of Xi. Therefore, I PHI 2 2s - 1 + IP[Xi, Xi+ 1]l - 3 for any i < S. Since the 
result is immediate if I HI = 1, we assume that ) HI > 2. 
If G - PH # H, then the subgraph H* of G induced by V(H) u V( P”) is 
a 2-connected triangle-free proper subgraph of G in which PH is a longest 
x1 x,-path. By the induction hypothesis, I PHI 2 2d,*(v) - 1 = 2d(v) - 1 for 
some v E V(H). 
If H contains a cut vertex, choose a longest path Q = Q[c, , c,] in H 
whose terminal vertices are cut vertices of H (may be c, = c,). Further 
determine two distinct components K, of H- c1 and K, of H- c2 such 
that K, and K, contain no vertex of Q. Since G is 2-connected, 
NP( K, ) # 0 # NP(K2). Notice that, for h = 1 and 2, the subgroup Kz of G 
induced by V(K,) u { ch} is a triangle-free block. 
Label N,(K, u K2) = {z, , z2, . . . . z,) according to the order on P from a 
to b. 
First assume q > 2. There is some j < q such that zi E NP(K1) and 
zi + I E NP( K2) or else zj E NP( K2) and zj + 1 E NP( K, ), say w  1 E NK,(zj) and 
w2 E NK2(zj + 1). Let Qh be a longest w,c,-path in H, for h = 1,2. If 
V(K,) c V(Qh) then, by Lemma 2.1(a), lQhl >2dH(wh)>d,(w,)+ 1. If 
V(Kh) - V(Qh) # 0 then lQhl > 2dK;(v) - 1 = 2d,(v) - 1 b dH(v) + 1 for 
some v E V(Kz - Qh) by the induction hypothesis. In any case we can 
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choose a vertex uh E V(K,) such that l&l > d,(u,) + 1, for h = 1 and 2. Thus, 
lPHI~2q-l+IPCzj,zj+~]~-3 b 2q-l+lQ,uQuQ~~-l a 2q-l+ 
lQ~s;u~4 -22 44~;)t140;dn-; + 4&d + 4&d = 40 + 44 - 1. 
z E N,(H)‘- {:;):‘P* k - ’ 
s = I N,(H)1 > 2, there is some 
IC XEN&J and yens. Then y# V(K,) u V(&). 
Let Ql be a longest xc,-path in H and Q2 a c, y-path in H. As we have 
shown, one can choose a vertex II E V(K,) such that I Q, I 2 2d,( U) - 1; then, 
IW > ImI, z]l >2+ lQ+Q,l 22+ IQ11 >2(1 +&(u))- 1 bM(u)- 1. 
Suppose, now, that G - PH = H and H has no cut vertex. Then, a = x1 
and b=x,. 
Case 1. s > 3. Since G is 2-connected and I HI 2 2, there is some 
X~E N,(H) such that INH{xi, xi+ I )I b 2. Let G* be the subgraph of G 
induced by V(H) u V( P[x,, Xi+ 1]). Then, G* is a 2-connected triangle-free 
proper subgraph of G in which P[xi, Xi+ 1] is a longest X,X,+ ,-path. By 
the induction hypothesis, I P[xi, xi+ 1] I 3 2&,(v) - 1 for some II E V(H). 
Consequently, I PHI 2 2s - 1 + I P[Xi, Xi+ 11 I - 3 2 2(s - 2) + 2&*(U) - 1 > 
2dG - G*(u) + 2d,,(u) - 1 = 2d(u) - 1. 
Case 2. s = 2. Since I HI > 2 and G is 2-connected, one can choose two 
distinct vertices u E NH(a) and w  E NH(b) in such a way that ILH( u - w)l is 
maximum. Let Q be a longest uw-path in H. 
First assume / Ql = I HI. Since I Ql > 2 and G is triangle-free, there is some 
VE V(Q) such that dp(u) < 1. By Lemma 2.1(b), IQ1 22&(v) - 1 = 
24&) - 1. Hence, (PI 2 2 + IQ1 2 2 + 2d,(!,+ - 1 2 2d(V) - 1. 
Assume, now, V(H) - V(Q) # @. Clearly, I Q/b 3 and hence I PHI 2 5. 
Form a new graph G* by removing all the vertices of V(P) - (a, b} from 
G, adding a new vertex, and joining it to a and b. Then, G* is a 2-connec- 
ted triangle-free graph and IG* I < I GI. And Q* := aQ[u, w] b is a longest 
ab-path in G. By the induction hypothesis, I Q*I > 2&,(u) - 1 for some 
UE V(H-Q). Since IPHI >lQ*l and &+(U)=&(U) for every UE V(H), 
IPHI >22d(u)- 1. 1 
3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.2 
Let G be a 2-connected triangle-free graph. Suppose that for some 
longest cycle C’ in G, there is a component H’, in G - C’, such that 
I H’I 2 3. Among all pairs C’, H’ such that C’ is a longest cycle and H’ is 
a component of G - C’ with I H’I 2 3, we choose one for which I H’I is as 
small as possible, and denote it by C, H. 
We shall prove this proposition by a discussion on the structure of H. 
First we shall discard easily the case when I HI = 3, then treat in two 
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separate proofs the case where H is 2-connected, and the case where H 
admits a cut-vertex. 
Choose an otientation of C and fix it throughout the proof. 
Since 1 HI 2 3 and G is 2-connected, (GI 2 9; assume, therefore, 6 2 3. 
CLAIM 3.1. 1f IHI = 3, then IGI >66- 5. 
ProoJ: Suppose I HI = 3. Then, H is a path (star) on three vertices, for 
it is triangle-free. Let u1 and u2 be the two terminal vertices and u the 
middle vertex of H. Label N,{u,, 2} = { y,, y2, . . . . JJ,.} in the orientation 
around C (the subscripts of y will be reduced modulo r). Notice that r 2 2 
since 6 2 3. One can easily check, using the maximality of I Cl, that 
IL-Vi, Yi+J =+24.,,,.,+,,(4 for every yi (1) 
and 
ICYiT Yi+I)l a4+2d(y,,ev,+l)(u) if NC{ Yi? Yi+ l} = t”19 u2}- (2) 
As G is triangle-free, N,(u) n N,{u,, u2} = 0 and hence d,(u) = 
CT= 1 4.w,+,, (u). Accordingly, using (1) and (2), 
ICI= i ICYi Yi+I)l 
i=l 
24 IwwQu~,)l+2 Iw~,~-w~,)l 
+ 2 IW~2) - N4h)l + 2&+4) 
= 2d,(u,) + 2d&,) + 2d,(u) 
= 2d(u,) + 2d(u,) + 2d(u) - 8. 
Therefore, IGI 2 IHl + ICI b 66 - 5. 1 
In view of Claim 3.1, we assume, from now on, that I HI 2 4. 
Before we check other cases, we shall develop some estimates for IGI in 
which valences of two distinct vertices are involved. 
In the following part, u1 and u2 will be two distinct vertices in H which 
are not cut vertices of H, and Q a path (containing at least two vertices) 
in H. In connection with ul, u2, and Q, the following notation will be used 
ifK-(ul)Z0ZK4~2) and IK& u2)I 22; 
& := {i I YiE N,(ul) n N,(u,)}, 
RI := {i I Yig N&u, I- N&U,) and yi+ 1 E N,(u,)}, 
R,, := Ii I (Yi9 Yi+l} cNC(ul)-N&u2)), 
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and, R2 and Rz2 are defined by interchanging IJ, and v2 in RI and R,, . Note 
that these sets are disjoint and &(v,) = lRol + lRhl + lRhhl for h = 1, 2, 
TM := 1 (ICYi Yi+l)l -3) for h = 1, 2, 
iE &h 
iE& 
4 := IQI + 1 - Ud - 4fw 
We shall later consider several cases in which we will choose vl, u2, and 
Q in such a way that q, ro, Ye, y2, rll , and r22 are non-negative and 
1 HI - 1 Q ( + 3q + y. + y1 + r2 + y1 1 + r22 is sufficiently large. 
CLAIM 3.2. (a) I [ yi, yi+ 1)l > 3 for every in RI1 u R,,. 
(b) Consequently, rI1, r22 >, 0. 
ProoJ Let iE Rhh and h = 1 or 2. Since C is a longest cycle, 
I[yi, yi+l)l 22. If I[yj, yi+l)l=2 then C’ :=u~[Y~+~, vi] vh is also a 
longest cycle. As vh is not a cut vertex of H, H- uh is a component of 
G-C’. But IHI >/H--v,1 =IHI -1 23 and hence the pair C’, H-u, is 
better than C, H; this contradicts the choice of C, H. Therefore, 
ICYi Yi+l)l a3* I 
CLAIM 3.3. If IQ1 < IL,(v, -u,)l then 
(a) I[yl, yi+l)l 3 IQ1 + 1 for every iERouR1uR2, and conse- 
quen tly, 
(W ro, rl, r2H. 
Prooj Foreach iERouR1uR2, we have a cycle Ci such that V( Ci) = 
WY,+ 1, yi]) u V(L,(ul - u,)) by the definitions of R,, R,, and R,. From 
lcil d ICI fo11ows ICYi Yi+I)l 2 ILAuI -v2)l + l* I 
CLAIM 3.4. (a) rf 
(i) ICI 8 IQI +2, 
(ii) IQ1 >, 2dH(uh) - 1 for h = 1, 2, and 
(iii) N&u~) = 0, then 
ICI + IHI >6d(u,)- 1. 
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ICI + IHI ~3d(u,)+3d(v,)-7+3q+(IHI - lQl)+Wl-2 IQI -2). 
w  If 
(i) X4-4 # 0 # NAu2)9 and 
(ii) u1 - u2, then 
ICI + WI b 344 + 344 - 7 + 3q + (IHI - IQl) + (rl + r2 + rll + r&. 
(4 rf 
w Wu1) + 0 # KAu2). 
(ii) I~,{u,, u2}I 22, and 
(iii) IQ1 > 5, 
+ (ro + r1+ Y2 + t-11 + t-22). 
ProoJ (a) Since IHI > IQ1 then ICI + IHI 2 3 IQ1 +2 by (i). By (iii), 
d,(u,) = d(u,). Then, the conclusion follows by (ii). 
(b) Trivially, I~l+l~I=3lQl+2+(l~I-lQl~+(l~l-2lQl-2). 
By the definition of q, 3 I Ql + 2 = 3d,(u,) + 3dH(u2) - 1 + 3q. For h = 1 and 
2, dH(uh) 2 d(u,) - 1 since INc(uh)l < 1. Hence, the assertion. 
(c) By (i) and (ii), R. = 0 (since G is triangle-free), IN,{ u, , u2 > ) > 2, 
and I RI1 + I RZI b 2. Since ) Rol = 0 then d&J = I Rhl + I RhhJ for h = 1,2. By 
the definitions of yl, Ye, yI1, and rz2, we have ICI =Cl=l I[-Yi, yi+,)l= 
<IQ1 + l)(I&I + lR21) + 3(IR,,I + IRZ21) + h + r2 + yll + r22). Come- 
quently, 
ICI + IHI =3 IQI +2+(lQl+ l)(lR,l+ lR21-2)+3(IR,11 + IRZ21) 
+ (If4 - IQI) + PI+ ~2 + rll+ ~22). 
By the definition of q, we have 3 I Ql + 2 = 3d,(u,) + 3d,(u,) - 1 + 3q. 
From IQ1 +133 and [RI/ + lR21 22, it follows that (IQ1 +l)(IR,I + 
l&l -2)b3(lkl + lR21 -2). Further, 3(IR,I + lR21 -2)+3(IR,,I + IR221) 
=3(IR,I + IR,,l)+3(JR2J + IR22J)-6=3d,(u,)+3d,(u2)-6. We then 
obtain the required inequality. 
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(d) From (i) and (ii), it follows that l&l + [RI1 +Rzl > 2. By the 
definitions of ro, rl, y2, rll, r22, we have 
ICI = (@I + l)(IRoI + IhI + i&i) + 3(hI + IR221) 
+ (ro + f-1 + y2 + r11 + %2) 
and then 
ICI + IHI =3 IQ1 +2+ (IQ1 + 1)(1&l + lRll + lR2/ -2)+ 3(IR,,I + IRZ21) 
+(l~l-lQl>+(~,+~,+r,+r,,+Y22). 
By the definition of q, 3 IQ1 i- 2 = 3d,&) + 3d,(u2) - 1 + 3q. From 
IQI+1>6 (b y (iii)) and IR,I + /RI\ + 1R21 22, it follows that 
(IQ1 +1)(1&l + IRll + lR,I -2)>6(lR,l + lRll + lR21 -2). Recall also that 
l&l + l&l + I&I = &( v,) for h = 1,2. We now reach the inequality. 1 
Our next task is to find ul , u2, and Q which produce a sufficiently large 
(IHI-lQl)+3q+(ro+rl+r2+r,,+r2,). The method of choosing u1,v2, 
and Q is based on the method that H. A. Jung used to prove Lemma 3.2 
in [6]. 
I. Suppose that N Is 2-Connected 
Label N,(H) = {xl, x2, . . . . x,} in the orientation around C (the sub- 
scripts will be reduced modulo s). 
Let I := (i: JN,(Xi, Xi+ 1 >I >, 2). S ince IH[ > 1 and G is 2-connected, 
then IZI > 2. One can choose, for any i E I, a longest path Qi = Qj [ui, wi] in 
H such that UiE N&xi) and w, E N,(xi+ 1). Since C is a longest cycle, 
[[xi Xi+l)l > lQil + 1 for each iEZ. Pick jE I such that lQjl < lQil for every 
i E I. Note that lQil > 3 since ) HI > 2 and H is 2-connected. 
CLAIM 3.5. (a) Ifx, #xl and IN,(x,, x& 3 2 then I [x,, x,)1 2 lQjl + 1. 
(b) In particular, ICI 3 2 IQ,1 + 2, and, if Q = Qj, then 
(C) I[yi, yi+l)J b/Q1 + 1 for every iERouRluR2, and conse- 
quen tly, 
(4 ro, rl, r,bO. 
Proof: Suppose xk # x1 and IN,(x,, x1} I 2 2. Then, there is some 
x, E V( [x~, x,)) such that IN,(x,, x,, 1 II> 2. By the definition of Qj, we 
have IQ,1 Z lQjl. Hence, I C-G, dl Z I C-G,, x,, 42 lQ,A b lQjl. 
Since I%(.+ xi+ dl b 2, we obtain I C+ xi+ l)l, I [xi+ l, xj)l 2 lQjl + 1. 
Hence, 1 Cl b 2 ( Qil + 2. 
By the definitions of R,, R,, and R,, (c) is a direct consequence of (a), 
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and, by the definitions of ro, yl, and y2, (d) is a direct consequence 
of w  I 
Case 1. lQil = 3. s ince Qj is a longest ujwj-path in H and H is 2-con- 
netted, NH(u) = {Us, wj) for every u E V(H) - {Uj, w,}. 
If 1 H( - lQj\ = 1, then H is a cycle on four vertices. Choose any two 
adjacent vertices of H as vr and u2, and LH(ul - v,) as Q. Since 6 > 2 = 
d,(u,) = dH(02) then N&u,) # 0 # NC(v2). And 4 = 5 - d,(u,) - dH(u2) = 1. 
Accordingly, IGl 2 66 - 4 by Claims 3.4(c), 3.2(b), and 3.3(b). 
If I HI - IQ 2 2, choose any two distinct vertices from V(H) - { uj, wj} as 
ui and u2, and L,(u, -u,) as Q. Then IQ\ = 5. By Claim 3.5(b), ICI > 
2 lQll + 2 = 8 and then 1GI > 13. Assume, therefore, 6 24. Then d,(u,), 
d,(u,)b2, and IG(b66-13+(3q+ro+r,+r2+r,,+r22) by Claim 
3.4(d). AS {Uj, wi) = N,(u,) r\ N,(u,) and G is triangle-free, {~j, ‘YJ+~} n 
K{u 1,u2}=0. sup Pose Ixj9 XJ+ 11 C WYi, Yi+ I)). Since lL*(uj- Uh)l = 
ILH(wj-Uh)J =4 for h = 1,2 and C is a longest cycle, I [y,, yi+ i)l = 
ICY,,xj)l+ ICX,,xjtI)I + lC~/+l, ~i+l)l b 14=(lQl+ 1)+8>3+8; hence, 
by Claims 3.2(a), 3.3(a), and by the definitions of yo, ri, r2, yll, and r22, we 
obtain r,+r, +r,+r,, +r 22a8. And q=2 since lQl=5 and d,(u,)= 
dH(u2) = 2. Hence, IGI >/ 66 + 1. 
Case 2. lQj/ ~4. Label Qj= UjUwwj. By Claim 3.5(b), /Cl 2 2 IQjl + 2 > 
10 which implies that IG( > 14. We, therefore, assume 6 > 4. 
Suppose u E NQ,(K, ) and w  E NQ,(K2) where K1 and K2 are components 
of H - Qj. Since Qj is a longest ujwj-path in H and H is 2-connected, 
Kl f K2, N&G I= { u, wj), and NQ,(K2) = (ujy w  >. But, we then obtain a 
ujw,-path which passes through K,, w, u, and K,, contradicting the fact 
that Q, is a longest ujwj-path in H. We therefore have N,- e,(u) = @ or 
N H _ Q,( w) = 0. Without loss of generality let N,- a,(u) = 0. Then, 
dH( u) = 2 because H is triangle-free. Choose u as u, . 
If N H-g,w = 07 h c oose w  as u2 and Qj as Q. In this subcase, q = 1 and 
hence Claims 3.4(c), 3.5(d), and 3.2(b) apply to yield IGI 2 66 - 4. 
Let w  E Ne,( K) where K is a component of H - Q,. Since H is 2-connec- 
ted and Qj is a longest u,wj-path in H, Np/(K) = { uj, w) and IKI = 1. 
Choose the vertex of K as u2, and the path u2u,uIwwj as Q. As d,(u,), 
d,(u,)32 (since 624 and dH(u1)=d,Ju2)=2) and IQ1 = 5, IG/ 2 
66 - 13 + (3q + y. + rl + y2 + yll + y22) by Claim 3.4(d). Since u, E NH(uI) n 
NH(u~) and U,“Xj, Xj$N,{Ui, ~2). Suppose XjE V((y,, yi+l)). Since H is 
2-connected and triangle-free and since Qj is a longest ujwj-path in H, there 
is a ujwj-path in H- (u,, Us, w}. Hence, IL,(u, - u2)l > 5 = IQl. Moreover, 
by Claim3.W, ICY~, Yi+,)l b I[yi,xj)J + I[xj,x,+l)l 32 lejl +2=10= 
(IQ1 + 1) + 4 > 3 + 4; hence, by Claims 3.2(a) and 3.3(a), y. + rl + y2 + rll + 
y22 > 4. And, q = 2 since 1 Ql = 5 and dH( u, ) = dH( u2) = 2. Therefore, ) GI > 
66 - 3. 
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Case 3. IQj/ > 5 and IHI = 1 Qjl. Choose Uj as vi, the successor of U, on 
QjCuj, wil as ~2, and Qj as Q. Since I Q,l 2 2d,( v,) - 1 by Lemma 2.1 (b), 
if NC(v2) = 0 then (GI 3 6d(~2)- 1 by Claims 3.4(a) and 3.5(b). If 
N&v,) # 0 then we obtain IGI 2 66 - 4 by using Claims 3.4(c), 3.5(d), and 
3.2(b) because q 2 1 (by Lemma 2.1(c)), N,(v,) # 0, and vi - v2. 
Case 4. IQjl 2 5 and H - Qj has distinct components K, and K,. 
Choose, for h = 1 and 2, vh E V(&) such that (Qj”hl 2 2d,( II,) - 1 by 
Lemma 2.2. Choose Qj as Q. Then, /HI---IQ122 and q= 
$(2 IQ1 + 2 - 2d,(v,) - 2d,(v,)) b 0. 
In view of Claims 3.4(a), 3.4(b), and 3.5(b) we assume that 
K-(Vl) # 0 # K42) and I&{ vl, v211 3 2. Then, by Claim 3.4(d), IGI > 
66 - 11 + (3q + y. + y1 + y2 + q1 + r22). As yo, yl, r2, rll, r22 >, 0 (by Claims 
3.5(d) and 3.2(b)) and q 2 0, it suffices to show that q > 2, or, q 2 1 and 
~1123, or ro+ri -r,+rll +r22>6. 
Case 4.1. XjE N,(Vl) and xj+ 1 E Nc(u2) (or xjE NC(v2) and 
Xj+ 1 E N,( v 1)). By the choice of Qjy Uj 6 NQ,(Ki ) and wj 4 NQ](K,). 
Moreover, if wj E NQ,(Ki ), then uj and the successor of Uj on Qj [ uj, wj] 
cannot be contained in Npl(K2); then, I Qjl b 3 + ) Qpl 2 2d,(v,) + 2 and 
I Qj/ > 1 + I Q.,“‘I > 2d,(v 1), and hence q > 2. Similarly, if uj E NQ,(K2) then 
q 2 2. If {Uj, Wjj n N,(K, u K2) = 0 then Ipi/ b 2 + lQ,“nl 2 2d,(~,) + 1 for 
h = 1 and 2; thus, q 2 2 again. 
Case 4.2. (Xj, Xi+ i} c N,(v,) - NJv~) (or c N,(v,) - N&V,)). Then, 
Xj= yi and Xj+ 1 = yi+ 1 for some in Rii. By Claim 3.5(a), I [xi, Xj+ 1)1 2 
IQjl + 1 2 6. Accordingly, I [ yi, yi+ 1)1 - 3 > 3. This and Claim 3.2(a) 
together imply that Y 11 2 3. Moreover, by the choice of Q,, { Uj, w,> n 
NQ,(KI)=(ZI and hence IQjI > IQ?] +222d,(v,)+ 1; thus q> 1. 
Case 4.3. Xi+ 1 4NC{vl, v2) (Or xj#NC{vl, v2})* SuPPose ixj, xj+l>c 
v(CYi, Yi+l))* BY C1aim 3*5(a), ICYi, Yi+l)la ICxj,xj+l)l + lCxj+19 Yi)la 
2 I Qjl + 2 3 (I Qjl + 1) + 6 > 3 + 6; this and Claims 3.2(a), 3.5(c) together 
imply that r. + yl + r2 + rll + r22 2 6. 
Case5. IQjl 35 and H-Qj h as only one component K. Choose Qj as 
Q. Then, IHI - IQ1 b 1. 
Case 5.1. uj E Ne,( K) (or wj E N,,(K)). Choose some vertex vl E V(K) 
such that I QJ51 >, 2dH(vl) - 1 by Lemma 2.2. Choose the successor of uj on 
QjlIuj, wjl as ~2. By Lemma 2.1(b), IQjl 2 2d,(v2) - 1. Then, q > 0. 
In view of Claims 3.4(a) and 3.5(b), we assume that N,-(vh) # 0 for h = 1 
and 2. Note that xj 4 N&V 1) by the choice of Qj, and that xj 4: N,-(v,) since 
v2NUj and uj”xj. 
First assume IN,(v,, v2)I = 1; that is, N,ju,, v,> = (yl}. Then, by 
Claim 3.4(b), IGI >66-6+ (3q+ ICI -2 IQ1 -2). Suppose yl =xj+l. 
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Then, wj 4 N,(K) due to the choice of Qj; hence ) Qjl >, 1 Qrl + 12 2d,(u,) 
which yields q 2 1. Since ICI - 2 IQ1 -2 > 0 (by Claim 3.5(b)) and qb 1, 
IGI > 66 - 3. Suppose, ~1 #Xi+ i * By Claim 3.5(a), ICI = ( [xi+ 1, Yi)l + 
ICYi,xj)I+ICxi,xi+,)I~3lQjl+3>,(2lQl+2)+6. As lGl-2lQl-2>6 
and q > 0, I GI >, 66. 
Assume, now, &4-Q # 0 # &-(u,) and I&{q, uz)I b 2. Suppose 
XjE I’(( yi, yi+ 1)) (it was shown that Xj$ N,(zJ,, ~2)). By Claim 3.5(b), 
I CYi, xi+ I)1 b I CYi, xj)l + I [xj, xi+ 1)l 3 2 IQjl + 2 
b(lQl+1)+6>3+6. (3) 
If Xj+ 1 E Nc(vl), then wj $ NQ,( K) by the choice of Qj; hence 
IQjl > lQ:l + 12 2d,(~,) and q b 1. If Xj+ I E N&u~) then 212 # NH(wj) (since 
G is triangle-free) and hence I Ql > 2d,( v,) (by Lemma 2.1 (d)) from which 
q > 1 follows. As q 2 1, (HI - IQ1 2 1, and r. + rl + r2 + rll + r22 2 6 (by (3) 
and by Claims 3.2(a), 3.5(c)), (GI 2 66 - 3 by Claim 3.4(d). 
Suppose xj+l$Nc(ul, ~2). Then ICxj+l, ~t+,)l b lQjl+ 126 by 
Claim 3.5(a). This and (3) together imP1Y that I [Vi, Yi+ 1)l 2 
(IQJ + l)+ 12>3+ 12; that is, r,+r, +r2+rll +r222 12. By Claim 
3.4(d), IGI > 66. 
Case 5.2. (Uj’ wj} n NQ,(K) = 0. Choose uj as ~1 and wj as ~2. By 
Lemma 2.1(a), IQ1 >,2d,(vh) for h = 1 and 2; hence, q> 1. If u1 -u2 then 
IGI > 66 - 3 by Claims 3.4(c), 3.2(b), and 3.5(d). 
Assume v1 $ iVH( u,). Then, by Lemma 2.1 (f), I Ql 2 2dJ u,) + 1 for 
h=l,2; hence, 422. Since Xj-U1 and Xj+1~U2, Xj=vi and x~+~=Y~+~ 
for some iERouRl. By Claim 3.5(c), I[ yi, yi+ I)\ b IQ1 + 1. If 
I [ yi, yi+l)( > IQ1 + 1 then r. + rl > 1 and (GI 2 66 - 5 by Claims 3.4(d), 
3.5(d), and 3.2(b). 
Suppose I [vi, yi+ I)[ = IQ\ + 1. Then, [yi+ 1, yi] and Q form a longest 
cycle C’ in G and the path (yi, yi+ 1) is contained in a component H’ of 
G - C. According to the choice of C, H, we have ) H’I 3 I H( 2 ) QI + 1. But 
I(Yi+l)I =lQl- Hence IH’-(-Yi, Y,+~)I b 1. As VH’-(Y~, Yi+l))C 
V(G-(CuH)), we have IG-(CuH)l>l and then JG(b66-5 by 
Claims 3.4(d), 3.5(d), and 3.2(b). 
II. Suppose that H Has a Cut Vertex 
Choose two cut vertices c1 and c2 of H in such a way that the distance 
between them is maximum (maybe c1 = c,). For h = 1 and 2, choose a com- 
ponent K,, of H- ch which does not contain a cut vertex of H. Let the 
choice be taken so that K1 # K, and IK,( + lK21 is maximum. Denote by 
Kf the subgraph of H induced by V(K,) u { ch}, for h = 1 and 2. Notice 
that Kf is a triangle-free block. Label N&K, u K2) = { tl , t2, . . . . tk} in the 
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orientation around C (the subscripts will be reduced modulo k). Since G is 
2-connected, N&K,) # @ # N,( v,) and hence k > 1. 
Suppose, first, that k = 1. Without loss of generality let IK, 1 < lKzl. 
Choose a vertex w1 E iVK,(tl) and a longest w1 q-path Ql in H. Since G is 
2-connected there is some x E N,(H) - (tl }. Suppose y E N,,(X). Then 
y $ V(K, u K2). Let Q’ be a c, y-path in H. Clearly Q 1 u Q’ form a wi y- 
path in H. Since C is a longest cycle in G, I[x, tl)l 3 1 + IQ, u Q’l 2 
1 + IQA and /[tl, x)1 >, 1 + IQ11 too. Hence, ICI + IHI 32+2jQ,l + 
IJWKfl >4 IQ11 + 1. If IQ,/ = IK;“(, then IQ11 >2d,&w,)=2dH(w1) by 
Lemma 2.1(a); if IQ,1 # lKT[ we can choose a vertex v E V(KT - Q, ) such 
that IQ,] 32u’,,(u)- 1 =2d,(u)- 1 by Lemma 2.2. Hence, IGI >4 IQ11 + 1 
3 8d,( v) - 3 > 8d(u) - 11 2 6d( U) - 5 for some u E V( K, ). 
Suppose now that k 3 2. Let I := (i:ti~ N&K,) and ti+, E N&K,), or 
ti E N&K,) and ti+ 1 E N,(K, ) }. Since k 3 2, I I( > 2. For each i E I, one can 
determine a longest uiw,-path in H such that Ui E NKI(ti) and WiE NKz(ti+ 1), 
or, Ui E NK,(tr + i) and wi E NK2(ti). Pick some Jo I such that lQjl < lQil for 
every ie I. Assume, without loss of generality, that USE NK,(tj) and 
W,E NK,(tj+ 1). Clearly, Qi passes through c1 and c2, and Qj[u,, c,], 
Q, [c, , c2], Qj [ c2, We] are longest paths (in H) joining mentioned terminal 
vertices. Denote these subpaths of Qi by Q’, Q”, and Q2, respectively. 
The following claim is analogous to Claim 3.5(b)-(d) and we therefore 
omit the proof. 
CLAIM 3.6. (a) ICI 2 2 \Qjl + 2, and, if Q = Qi and uh E V(K,) for h = 1 
and 2, then 
(‘~1 I CYi, Yi+ I)1 2 IQI + If or every i E R. u R 1 u R,, and consequently 
(4 f.0, r1, r,ao. I 
Case 1. I Qj[ 3 5. Ch oose Qj as Q. We shall obtain (GI 2 66 - 5 by 
Claims 3.4(a), (b), (d), 3.6(a), 3.2(b), and 3.6(c) if we can find vertices 
v1 E V(K,) and u2 E V(K,) such that (i) IQ1 2 2d,(vh) - 1 for h = 1 or 2, and 
(ii) q 2 3, or, q>2 and IHJ - IQ/ 22. 
If IQ’1 = lKf/ choose uj as u1 and if IQ’1 # lK:l choose a vertex 
u1 E V(K, - Q’) such that IQ11 b2d,(u,)- 1 by Lemma 2.2. If IQ’1 = lKz[ 
choose wj as v2 and if I Q2] # I KT 1 choose a vertex u2 E V(K, - Q’) such that 
IQ*1 xM,(u,)- 1 b y L emma 2.2. Then, I Qhl b 2d,(u,) by Lemma 2.1(a) in 
case IQ”1 = /Kzl, for h= 1, 2. 
If d,(q) = 1 then IQ1 b 2d,(u,) + 3 and IQ1 > IQ’1 + 12 2dH(u2); hence 
q 3 3. Similarly, q >, 3 if dH( v,) = 1. 
Suppose dH(ul ), dH( u2) b 2. Then, I Q”I 3 3 for h = 1 and 2. If u 1 = uj, 
then IQ1 >, IQ11 +2>2d,(v,) +2 by Lemma 2.1(a) while IQ\ 2 IQ21 +2> 
2d,( 0,) + 1; hence q b 3. Similarly, q > 3 if v2 = wi. If u1 # ui and u2 # wi 
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then IHI - IQ1 2 2, and IQ1 > 2 + IQ”1 3 2d,(u,) + 1 (for h = 1,2) which 
yields q > 2. 
Case2. lQjl =4, IQ”1 = 1. Then, IQ11 =3 and IQ”1 =2, or IQ’/ =2 and 
I Q’l = 3. Assume, without loss of generality, I Q’ I = 3 and I Q2[ = 2. Since 
KT is a triangle-free block and Ql is a longest ujcl-path, V( K, - Q’) # @ 
and NH(u) = (uj, cl) for every u E V(K,) - (uj, cl>. Choose a vertex of 
V(K,) - (Uj, c,> as u1 and Wj as 2~~ and LH(ul - u2) as Q. Then, 
IQ1 =5=d,-(u,)+d,(u,)+2 and hence q=3. Since d,(v,)bl, d,(u,)a2 
(as S>3), IQ1 =5, and q = 3, then Claims 3.4(d), 3.6(c), and 3.2(b) apply 
to yield I GI 3 66 - 4. 
Case 3. [Qjl =4, IQ”1 # 1. By the choice of cl, c2, K,, K2, and Qj, then 
Cl - c2, and, for every v E V(H) - { q, c,}, NH(u) is either {cl} or {c2}. 
Without loss of generality let d,(c,) < d,(c,). Then, IHI > 2d,(c,). 
Let X, y be two distinct vertices of Nc(uj, ci, ~j}. By the maximality of 
ICI, we find that I[x, v)l 2 2 and that I[x, y)l 24 in case 
x E (N,(uj) n NC(wj)) u (Nc(wj) n N&cl 1). And, N,(uj) n N,(cl) = @ as 
Using this observation, we obtain 
$~(~~~>46+2d,(c,)-4; as (HI >2d,(c,) 
I Cl >/ 2d,( uj) + 2dc( wj) + 
we further obtain IGI 2 66 - 4. 
Case 4. IQ,1 = 3 (i.e., cl = c2, V(K,) = (uj}, and V(K,) = {~j}). By the 
choice of cl and c2, vertex c1 is the only cut vertex of H. By the maximality 
condition in the choice of K, and K,, therefore H is a star. 
Since C is a longest cycle, 
for every i such that NC,,, t,+lJ(cl) + @, and, ICti, ti+l)l 24 if 
{ uj, W,} c NH{ ti, ti+ 1 >. For the remaining segments [ ti, ti+ 1), Claim 3.2(a) 
(with i~j, wi> = ( ~1, ~2)) yields I [ti, ti+ 1)l 3 3. Divide the set (t,E 
N,(uj)n Nc(wj): N(t,,r,+,)(C1)=@) into two sets A := (tiE N,(U~)A 
NC(wj): I Cti9 ti+ I)1 =4} and B:=(ti~N,(uj)nN,(wj): I[ti, ti+l)la5}, 
and put D := (tiE N,(uj) n N,(wj): NC,,, r,+l)(~l) # @}. Then, 
ICI 2 4 IAl + 5 IBI + 5 IDI + 3 IN,(Uj) - Nc(Wj)I 
+ 3 INdwj) - Nduj)l + ~c(CI)* (4) 
We next show that 
IG-(CuH)I b IAl. (5) 
As in Case 5.2 of Part I, one can see that, for each tiE A, 
N G--(CuN)((ti, ti+l)) Z Da Assume that x on (ti, ti+l) and .Y on (tl, t/+1) 
have a common neighbour u E V(G - (C u H)), where ti and t, are distinct 
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elements of A. Then, the paths [v, ti], tiuic,wjt,, [x, t,], and xuy form 
a cycle C’. From IC’I < ICI follows I(t;, x)1 + I(ti, y)l 24. Similarly, 
lb, ti+dl + lb, tl+l)l 22. We then obtain lb, ti+l)l + I@,, t,+,)l 28, a 
contradiction. Hence (5). 
BY (4) and (5L (G-HI 25(IAI + IBl + loI)+ lN,(uj)-N,(wj)l+ 
3 IN,(Wj) - N,(Uj)I + dc(c,). From IAl + IBI + IDI = INfAuj) n N&wj)l 
follows I G - HI > 3d,( ui) + 2d,( Wj) + d,( c 1 ). Since dH( uj) = d,,( wj) = 1 and 
IHI =dH(~l)+ 1, IGI ~3d(~j)+2d(wj)+d(C,)-4366-4. 
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.3 
The observation of H. A. Jung used to prove Lemma 2.7 in [7] leads to 
this proof. 
Let G be a triangle-free graph and C a longest cycle in it. Suppose that 
G - C contains two distinct components H and H* with I HI = I H*l = 2. 
Since the result is trivial for 6 = 1, we assume 6 2 2. 
Choose an orientation of C and fix it. Label N,(H) = {x1, x2, . . . . x,> in 
the orientation around C. The subscripts will be reduced modulo s. Define 
X I= (i: V( [xi- 1, Xi)) A N,(H*) # @} 
Y := {i: ~([Xi_l, Xi)) n N&H*) = 0}* 
For each i E X, denote by yi the last vertex of N&H*) on the path 
[Xi- 1, Xi). Pick je X such that I (vj, xi)/ < I ( yi, xi)/ for every i E X. Define, 
for every i, 
gi := / [xi- 1, Xi)1 - 2 JN,(H*) n v( [Xi- 1) Xi))l- 
As C is a longest cycle, any two consecutive vertices cannot both be in 
N,(H) or N&H*). Consequently, gi > 2 for every i E Y because 
oi = I [xi- 1, xi)1 by the definition of Y, and oi 2 I (yi, xi)1 - 1 for every i E X. 
We let V(H) = (a, b}, V(H*) = (u, II}, NH{XJ) = (a>, and 
NH*( Vj> = I”)* 
Case 1. I( yj, Xj)l > 2. Then, ci > 1 for every iE X. Hence, I Cl = 
CS=l ICxi9 xi+l)l b 2 IN,(H*)I + 1x1 + 2 I YI 2 2 IN,(H*)I + IN,(H)1 b 
66-6 and IGI >66-2. 
Case 2. I(yi, x,)1 = 1. Then a,bO for every iEX. Take any iEX- {j}. 
Let Li be the longest x,x,-path and Mi the longest vj yi-path such that 
V(Li)- (Xj, Xi} c V(H) and V(Mi)- { yj, Yi> c V(H*). Then, [Xi, vi], Mi, 
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[x~, vi], and Li form a cycle C’. From IC’I < ICI follows I( yi, xi)1 2 
lLi/ + IMiI - 5; hence aib ILil + IMiI - 6. Accordingly, 
aibl if yi E N,(u) and xi E NCtb), 
Yi E NC(u) and xi E NC(a), 
Oi>2 if yi E N,(U) and Xi E N,(b). 
Define, for kE {u, II> and IE (a, b), 
n(kZ) I= I (i E XI yi E N,(k) and xi E N,(I)} I 
n(Z) I= 1 Yn {i:XiEN&Z))l. 
Then, 
ICI b 2 IN,(H*)( + n(ub) + n(ua) + 2n(vb) + 244 + 2n(b) 
= 2d,(u) + 2&(v) + 2d,(a) + 24(b) 
- (24 244 + n( ub) + n( ua)). 
And n( ua) + n( ub) < d,(u) and n( ua) + n( va) < d,(a). Therefore, I Cl 2 
d,(u) + 2&(u) + d,(a) + 2d,(b) > 66 - 6 and (GI 2 66 - 2. 
Case 3. I( yj, xj)l = 0. Then aj >/ - 1. Using the argument mentioned in 
Case 2, one can verify that 
aim 1 if yi E N,(u) and xi E NCta)9 
Oi~2 if yi E N,(u) and xi E NC(b)9 
Yi E NC(u) and Xi E N&4 
Cib3 if YiE N,(V) and Xi E N,(b). 
Now, one can further compute as in Case 2 to see that 
ICI>76-8>66-6 and IGI 276-4266-2. 
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5. PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.4 
Let C be a longest cycle in the 2-connected triangle-free graph G with 
IGI < 66 - 6. By Theorem 1.1, it remains to consider the case in which 
G - C has a unique edge. Let this edge join vertices u and V. 
Label N,(u, V> = (w,, w2, . . . . w,) in some orientation around C (the 
subscripts will be reduced modulo n). Clearly, n > 26 - 2 and 
1 [wi, wi+i)l b 2 for every i. Divide N,(u, v) into two sets A := 
{w,: I[w~, Wi+i)la3} and B := {Wi:I[Wi, Wi+l)l=2}. Then, ICI 33 IAl + 
2 IBI, and NH{ Wi, wi+ 1) is either {u) or (v} for every Wi E B. If B = @ then 
IGI > 3n + 2 2 6d- 4, a contradiction. Hence, B # a. Denote by Ui be the 
middle vertex of [wi, wi+ 1] for each w, E B. 
As in Case 4 of Part II in the proof of Proposition 1.2, one can see that, 
for any two distinct vertices Wi and wj of B, Ui and Uj cannot have common 
vertices in G - (C u H). Therefore, if N, _ (cU H)(~i) # QJ for every i E B, 
then IG-(CuH)I b IBI and IGI 33 (IAl + lBl)+2=3n+2366-4, a 
contradiction. Hence, N, _ (cU H, (pi) = (25 for some i E B. Then [ wi+ 1, Wi J 
and u or u form a longest cycle which is also dominating. 
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